
Synopsis___________________ ___________ 

S 
now White is bored living with the Evil Queen 

Malvina because she’s only allowed to clean the 

castle. She has no interest in ever marrying a prince. 

One day, she overhears the Queen telling her 

Magic Mirror she plans to kill Snow White, so Snow White 

escapes into the forest. She accidently runs into the Huntsman, 

who the Queen sent to cut out Snow White’s heart. Together, 

Snow White and the Huntsman plan to trick the Queen into 

thinking he has killed Snow White by giving her a bright, red 

apple instead. Snow White runs farther into the forest and 

finds a cottage filled with giant dwarfs. They agree to take 

her in because she is cleans and cooks well, especially grits, 

the dwarfs’ favorite food. The Queen discovers Snow White is 

still alive and disguises herself as a dwarf to sneak into the 

cottage and finish the job with her now-poisoned apple. Snow 

White takes a bite and dies, but is saved when Prince 

Blowhorn arrives to kiss her. Although, he kisses one of the 

dwarfs by mistake. Snow White wakes up anyway, and she 

and the prince make a plan to trick the Queen by disguising 

the prince as her Magic Mirror. The trick works, and the prince 

declares his love for the Queen, who is a strong, capable ruler 

and proposes marriage to her. But Snow White says the offer 

is only good if the Queen promises to leave Snow White alone 

and rule her subjects with kindness. The Queen agrees, and she 

and the prince are married. Snow White gets to live outside of 

the castle, free from danger and any royal responsibility. 

Check out the original Grimm’s fairytale here: 

germanstories.vcu.edu/grimm/schneeeng.html 

About our theatre_______________   ___ 
Founded in 1948, Children’s Theatre of Charlotte has opened 

young minds to the wonders of live theatre for more than half 

a century. Today, it continues to be one of the most technically 

imaginative and resourceful theatres in the country. Annually, 

it reaches nearly 300,000 young people and their families 

through our Mainstage productions, Resident Touring Company 

and its Education Department’s classes and workshops. 

Children’s Theatre of Charlotte shares a space with the 

Charlotte Mecklenburg Library at ImaginOn: The Joe and 

Joan Martin Center. Learn more about Children’s Theatre of 

Charlotte at ctcharlotte.org. 
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By Nicole B. Adkins 

Based on the original story by the Brothers Grimm  

Directed by Carlos Cruz 

good conquers evil, what to do when 

meeting strangers, helping others  

Study guide 
and lesson plan activities 

This study guide includes information about our production along with creative activities to 
help you make connections in your classroom both before and after the show. We’ve 
aligned all activities to both the Common Core Standards and North Carolina Essential 
Standards. Look for the symbol below throughout the guide for curriculum connections. 

 
NCES-TheatreArts.(K-5).TA.A.1: Analyze literary texts and performances. NCES-TheatreArts.
(K-5).TA.A.1.1: Recall the basic parts of a story, such as characters, setting, and events. 

http://germanstories.vcu.edu/grimm/schneeeng.html
http://www.ctcharlotte.org
http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Theatre%20Arts/K/TA/A/1/1/
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Vocabulary enrichment________ ______ 
disguise n. a means of hiding one’s identity 

atoms n. an extremely small amount of a thing 

blathering v. talking without making sense 

nincompoop n. a foolish person 

betrothed n. the person to whom one is engaged 

cottage n. a small simple house 

diminutive adj. extremely small 

incompetent adj. not having the skills to be successful 

kingdom n. a country ruled by a king or queen 

charisma n. a charm that inspires devotion in others 

bygones n. past event to be put aside 

ordained v. to order or decree something officially 

CHARACTERS LIST 

Columbina is a common girl, who dances 

well. She plays the role of Snow White. 

La Signora is a tough and bossy character. 

She plays the role of Evil Queen Malvina. 

Brighella is a comic character, usually one of 

the servants. He plays the role of the Magic 

Mirror and the Huntsman. 

Zanni are the servants or workers, they are 

the lowliest in the story. They play the roles 

of the dwarfs. 

Capitano is a braggart about his 

accomplishments, but no one believes him. He 

plays the role of Prince Blowhorn. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.(K-5).4: Determine or clarify the 
meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and 

phrases.   

Because of touring’s restrictions, the Commedia artists became experts at 

creating full shows using little scenery, props or costumes. Actors 

frequently wore masks, also relying on their bodies and voices to help 

create their characters. The scenery they carried was simple, and they 

often traveled with a portable stage or wagon. Actors would also 

transform into set pieces when nothing was available, becoming fountains, 

lamps or statues until their characters were needed again in the scene. 

Commedia actors rarely memorized any dialogue. Instead, they followed 

a basic plot outline with character entrances and exits, usually posted 

backstage, while   improvising their   lines   during the   performance. 

Performances were filled with lazzi, physical bits of comedy that often 

deviated from the story. Depending on the reaction from the audience, 

bits could go on for a long time before returning back to the story. 

The troupes were often comprised of family members with the actors 

playing the same character their entire lives, and then passing the 

traditions of their character on to their children. The younger generation 

would learn the stories and bits by watching the older generation in 

performance. 

The actors in a 
Commedia production 
wear masks to create 

their characters. 

Exaggeration circle__________________ 
Everyone stands in a circle. One person performs a small 

movement/gesture and sound. The next person mimics the 

noise and motion but makes it slightly larger. This continues 

around the circle until it comes back to the original person and 

they perform the motion and sound to the extreme. It’s 

important to encourage everyone to let the movement and 

sound grow organically and expand what happened before 

them. It may take some side coaching to “grow” the action.  

For younger students: encourage them to echo the teacher’s 

action, and the teacher will “grow” the action each time.  

The art of Commedia dell’arte_________________________ ____________________ 
Commedia dell’arte is a style of acting that flourished in Italy during the 16th and 17th centuries. The literal translation means 

“company of comedians.” However, they weren’t simply comedians, they were professional mimes, acrobats and musicians who 

used all of these skills in their performances. 

 

NCES-TheatreArts.(K-5).TA.C.1.1: Use non-verbal 
expression to communicate movement elements. 

Eventually, Commedia troupes travelled across Europe. They performed so well that audiences could follow the stories even if they 

didn’t understand Italian. These characters became the basis for characters we still see in comedies today. 

NCES-TheatreArts.(K-5).TA.CU.1: Analyze theatre in terms of the social, historical, and cultural contexts in which it was created. NCES-
TheatreArts.(K-5).TA.CU.2: Understand the traditions, roles, and conventions of theatre as an art form.  

 

http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Theatre%20Arts/K/TA/C/1/1/
http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Theatre%20Arts/K/TA/CU/1/
http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Theatre%20Arts/K/TA/CU/2/
http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Theatre%20Arts/K/TA/CU/2/
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Discussion questions_______________________________________________ ______ 
1. Think about another familiar fairy tale or perhaps a story you are reading in class. If the actors from the show were to 

present a version of that story, what would it look like? Who would play which character? 

2. Why do you think Snow White doesn’t want to marry a prince or do the things that princesses normally do? What do you 

think she would rather be doing? 

3. In keeping with the Commedia tradition, a troupe of actors plays many different characters in Snow White and the Seven 

Dwarfs. What production elements are used to tell the different characters apart? How do the costumes and masks enhance 

the story? 

4. Describe Queen Malvina. Why doesn’t she like Snow White? What changes her mind about Snow White at the end of the 

play? 

5. The Magic Mirror tells the Queen, “I do not believe it is about how you look— .” What does that mean? If it is not about how 

you look, then what’s really important? 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.(K-5).2: Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through 
other media. NCES.HealthEd.(K-2).MEH.1: Understand the relationship among healthy expression of emotions, mental health, and healthy 
behavior.  

Pass the face___________________ ____ 
Instruct the class to stand in a circle. Choose one student to 

make a face (sad, happy, etc.), then have the student take it 

off and throw it to another student in the circle. Once the other 

student has caught it, he or she puts on that same face. That 

student now puts on a new face, and then passes it to another 

person in the circle. For younger students, it may be helpful to 

pass the face to the person on their right or left and let it 

travel around the circle before creating a new face. 

Character walks__________ __________ 
Instruct students to walk around the room silently using neutral 

steps. After a few seconds of neutral walking, call out 

different ways to change the way the group is walking. Walk 

like there’s bubble gum on the ground. Walk like the floor is 

made of hot lava. Walk like an old person. Walk like a king 

or queen. Try out some suggestions from the students. Remind 

them this is a silent activity and to focus on the action. 

The next step is to brainstorm simple sentences to act out with 

the class. 

The NOUN + VERB + WHERE/HOW. 

The frog jumped over the puddle. 

Think about the actions from the group walk, and encourage 

the students to use those examples to build their own 

sentences. Add details to the sentences by including adjectives, 

senses, and other action words. Then have the students act 

them out for the class. 

Masked emotions____________ _______ 
Encouraging students to talk about feelings is not always easy. 

One way is to turn it into play. The goal of this activity is to 

play with and open up a dialogue about feelings with your 

students. What happens when you feel sad? How does your 

face change? Create a paper plate mask. Direct students to 

choose an emotion and decorate their masks as that emotion. 

1. Gather your materials. You will need half a paper 
plate per mask. You will also need Popsicle sticks, 
crayons or markers, scissors, and tape. Start by cutting 

the plates in half. 

2. Brainstorm some emotions with your class. You can list 
them on the board. Have the students write the 

emotion on the back of the plate. 

3. Decorate the masks! A happy mask might have bright 

colors. A sad mask might have darker colors. 

4. Tape the sticks onto the mask. 

5. Play with the emotions. See if you can make one 

emotion with your mask and another with your eyes. 

Introduce some of the sentences from the “Character walks” 

activity. Encourage students to put on their “emotional mask” 

and retell the sentence using that emotion. 

 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.(K-5).3.A: Orient the reader by 
establishing a situation and introducing characters; 
organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally.  

COMMEDIA IS 

LARGER 
THAN LIFE! 

 

NCES-TheatreArts.(K-5).TA.AE.1: Understand how to 
design technical theatre components, such as costumes 
[masks]. 

 
NCES-TheatreArts.(K-5).TA.C.1: Use movement, voice, and 
writing to communicate ideas and feelings.  

http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Health%20Education/2/MEH/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/5/3/a/
http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Theatre%20Arts/K/TA/AE/1/
http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Theatre%20Arts/K/TA/C/1/


OTHER VARIATIONS ON  

Snow White in New York 

by Fiona French 

This Jazz Age version is set in the 1920s. 

Snow White is a beautiful jazz baby, 

protected by seven hot jazzmen and her 

Prince Charming is a crackerjack reporter 

from the New York Mirror! 

 

 

Snow White: an Islamic 

Fairytale 

by Fawzia Gilani 

This version is set in Anatolia, involving 

the power of a djinn, poisoned dates, 

and seven dwarf sisters-in-faith. A 

lyrically told tale of friendship and 

forgiveness is brought to life.  

 

Snow White Stories Around the 

World: 4 Beloved Tales 

by Jessica Gunderson 

Cultures all around the world have their own 

Snow White stories. Visit Albania, Germany 

and Turkey to find out who meets 40 

dragons instead of seven dwarfs, and on 

whose forehead a bright star shines.  

 

Alaska’s Snow White and Her 

Seven Sled Dogs 

by Mindy Dwyer 

The evil Ice Queen gets to Snow White 

as a friendly homesteader offering a 

peppermint drink that freezes our 

heroine until she can be saved. 

 

Snow White: Once Upon a World 

by Chloe Perkins 

With Japan as the backdrop, Snow White 

is totally reimagined. Once Upon a World 

offers a multicultural take on the fairy 

tales we all know and love. Because these 

tales are for everyone, everywhere! 

 

 

Check out these variations of Snow White and 

the Seven Dwarfs at your local library or 

order them online! 
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Mapping skills__ ___________________ 
The acting style of 

Commedia dell’arte 

originated in Italy. 

Click on the map 

p r o v i d e d  b y  

timeforkids.com to 

learn more about the 

Italian peninsula. 

Play online games 

while  identifying the 

water and landforms 

connected with the 

country that’s shaped 

like a boot! 

NCES-SocialStudies.1.G.1.1: Use geographic tools to 
identify characteristics of various landforms and bodies of 
water. NCES-Inf./Tech.(K-5).TT.1.1: Use a variety of 
technology tools to gather data and information (e.g., online 
communication tools, etc.). 

 

Every play produced by 
Children's Theatre of Charlotte is 
created by a talented team of 
designers, technicians, actors and a 
director. A play is different from a 
television show or a movie because it’s 
presented live.  As a class, discuss what you 

experienced when you saw the performance.  

1. What was the first thing you noticed on the 

stage? 

2. Name three things you noticed about the set.  
Did the set help tell the story?  What sort of set 

would you have designed? 

3. What did you like about the costumes?  Did they 
fit the story?  What sort of costumes would you 

have designed? 

4. What role did lighting play in telling the story?  
How did the lights enhance what you were 

seeing? 

5. Talk about the actors.  Were there moments you 
were so caught up in the story that you forgot 

you were watching a play?   

6. Were there any actors who played more than 
one character?  What are some ways that you 
can be the same person but play different 

characters?  

 

CORNER 

THEATRE 

NCES-TheatreArts.(K-5).TA.A.1: Analyze literary texts 
and performances. NCES-TheatreArts.(K-5).TA.AE.1.2: 
Understand how costumes [and technical elements] 
enhance dramatic play. 

 

http://www.timeforkids.com/destination/italy/sightseeing
http://www.timeforkids.com/destination/italy/sightseeing
http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Social%20Studies/1/G/1/1/
http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Information%20and%20Technology/5/TT/1/1/
http://center.ncsu.edu/standards/NCES/Theatre%20Arts/K/TA/AE/1/2/
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Children's’ Theatre of Charlotte is supported, in part, 
with funding from the Arts & Science Council, and the 

North Carolina Arts Council, a division of the 
Department of Cultural Resources. 

 

 

Children's Theatre of Charlotte 
300 E. Seventh St. 

Charlotte, N.C.  28202 

Write to Us! 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.(K-5).1: 
Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or 
speaking.  
 

 
Rahsheem Shabazz is best known for his role in the feature film Blood Done Sign My Name 

(Student #1) and the CBS television series Under the Dome (Jones). He has performed in 

numerous stage plays, including: Othello (Iago), A Raisin’ in the Sun (Walter Lee), Fame 

(Goody), A Soldiers Story (Private Anthony Smalls) and Stick Fly (Kent Levay). Shabazz has 

performed since he was a 3-year-old in New York City, where he was born and raised. He is 

extremely excited to be back on the stage and performing with the Resident Touring 

Company. 

Elisha Bryant is excited to start her first year as a member of the Resident Touring Company! 

Bryant has toured the country in shows, including: Alice in Wonderland (Alice) and Greek 

Mythology for Kids (Epictitus). Bryant’s regional credits include As You Like It (Celia), The 

Complete Works...Abridged (Jess) and Christmas at the Galt House (the Snow Fairy Princess).  

Bryant enjoys singing, adventures with her niece and nephews and spending time outdoors. 

She is grateful for her family, mentors and God for making her dreams of building a 

brighter tomorrow through art a reality! 

Jonathan Hoskins is a recent graduate of Winthrop University, where he received a 

Bachelor of Arts in theatre performance. Hoskins’ professional and regional performance 

credits include Miss Saigon and Rent. Last spring, Hoskins performed in Schoolhouse Rock Live! 

at Children’s Theatre of Charlotte. Hoskins has recently found a passion for directing, and his 

assistant director credits include Next Fall and I Never Saw Another Butterfly. Hoskins directing 

credits include Project 1, Project 2: Find Your Light and The Ex. Hoskins is incredibly thankful 

for the opportunity to spend all year with the great people at Children’s Theatre of 

Charlotte! 

Lakeetha Blakeney is a Cabarrus County native. She is a graduate of University of Charlotte 

at Greensboro with degrees in theater and African-American studies, and she is currently 

pursuing her Master of Arts in english/creative writing at Southern New Hampshire University. 

Blakeney also runs Redeeming History Theatricals, where she serves as playwright and 

performer. Blakeney has worked with the Repertory Theater of St. Louis, The Black Rep, St. 

Louis Shakespeare Festival and Bright Star Children’s Theater. At 15, Lakeetha participated 

in summer camps at Children’s Theatre of Charlotte, where she played the Wicked Queen in 

Snow White, and is delighted to return to the role that sparked her passion! 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/1/

